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Caroline Smith - freshman
watercolor
Lincoln-Way West
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scratchboard

Lincoln-Way East
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ink
Lincoln-Way Central
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LIFE TO THE FULLEST

 The mountains. When she first saw these behemoth Earth made 
structure it was a life experience. Something she would never forget. Something 
very special and important to her life. This was a core memory.

 She was on a 16-hour road trip to Colorado with her family. Her brother 
sister and her were all scrunched in the back seat. That made her trip interesting. 
As she got on the highway, she realized this is going to be a life experience I never 
forget. She was ready for adventure. They started in Illinois and within five hours 
they made it to Iowa. She had never seen this simple yet unique state before. 
They had to get out and eat food before they hit the road again. It was hours of 
flat land and too many farms. She saw the road sign of Welcome to Nebraska and 
was never so happy to get out of the car and sleep before more time on the road. 
Going forward hours she saw it, the sign of Colorful Colorado. The altitude was 
something she had never experienced but loved it. She treasured the feeling of 
the crisp clean mountain air. This was her happy place. As they drove though the 
beautiful town of Estes Park her family needed to get a camera so they can 
capture the incredible moments. They went into every store they saw, but no 
luck. They ended up using their phones, which they should have done in the first
place, but getting the perfect picture matters. Capturing the perfect moment of 
Planet Earth. Before they go to Rocky Mountain National Park the place called 
Stanley Hotel was right next to them, so they had to look. They rumor of the 
ghost and spirits was diffidently a little frightening, but seeing this grand place 
was something she would never forget.

 It was time. Time to experience the mountains close and personal. At 
an altitude of 14,657 feet. The streets along the mountains were mesmerizing. 
The twists and turns every second. There was no flat land. That word did not 
exist here. They drove though the Rocky Mountain National Park on the first 
day of being at this altitude. She was speechless seeing these mountains in real 
life. Nothing beats real life experiences. Seeing this made her realize this is what 
living is all about. Experiences. Living though memorable things with the people 
she loved the most her family.

by Allison Garofalo - freshman
Lincoln-Way Central
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Kara McGrath - sophomore
ceramics
Lincoln-Way East

Zoey Arroyo- senior
jewelry

Lincoln-Way East

Ashlynn Sodaro
sophomore

mixed media
Lincoln-Way East
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freshman
pencil
Lincoln-Way Central
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What do you write with nothing to say?
How do you start, how do you finish,

And what goes in the middle?
The possibilities of what could be done are endless

But the ones I want to do are limited
Writer’s block is hitting hard

And the deadline grows nearer
A pit in my stomach
As I ask myself again

What do you write with nothing to say?
I could talk about the things I like,

My friends, my dog, and really good stories that keep you up late, enjoying and 
thinking

But nobody wants to hear about that
It’s too positive, no conflict

I could talk about the things I don’t like,
Waking up early, homework, and bad TV shows with good ideas

But nobody wants to hear about that
It’s too negative, no upside

I could talk about my problems
Loneliness, laziness, or irritability to those that don’t deserve it

But nobody wants to hear about that
It’s too whiny, not pleasant

I don’t know how to turn any of that into good writing
Good poetry

Perhaps there is a way
But it escapes me

So, the question, ever elusive:
What do you write about when you have nothing to say?

Well, it doesn’t matter to me anymore, because look
I filled up the page

Blinking Cursor, Blank Page

by Conor Meehan  
freshman

Lincoln-Way Central
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Adam Drumheller - senior
jewelry

Lincoln-Way EastEmily Richter - sophomore
jewelry
Lincoln-Way East
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digital painting

Lincoln-Way Central
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marker
Lincoln-Way Central
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Anne Gardner - sophomore
watercolor

Lincoln-Way Central

Alexis Rios - senior
digital photo
Lincoln-Way Central
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digital photo
Lincoln-Way East

Allie Draper - senior
digital art 

Lincoln-Way Central
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The Price of Life

To Lizzy:

by Sophie Bruozas
senior

Lincoln-Way Central

Where did the lights go? 
A stabbing pain 
echoes in my heart 
Short of breath 
I only see stars 
“I’m so sorry”
Why is it so dark?
Stop saying it will be okay 
Only I feel this way
To be blissfully ignorant 

Matcha has the taste of friendship 
Bubbly sweetness mixed with sincere consideration
Normalcy born anew, made special
A physical manifestation of a heart’s caring hand 
Forever grateful for the real gift: you 

Einstein’s Law of Energy
Last year in Chemistry, I learned about Einstein’s Law of Energy, along with 
electrons and orbitals of course. It said that energy can never die or be created, so 
if you believe in in ghosts or life after death, it must be good news. But I seem to 
think that when a person leaves you, their energy is still encapsulating you. They 
haven’t really left, right? You still do the things they taught you. Like whenever I 
color something, I think of her. Or whenever I think of dancing or recitals, she is 
everywhere. I never thought we’d part ways. But it’s funny right, how much you 
think you belong with someone, that your electrons inside your individual atoms 
shrink and elongate, bouncing crazily inside you, because your energy matches. 
You feel connected. But what happens when they leave? Is there still an imprint 
of everyone I’ve ever loved stuck and memorized by my atoms? I don’t think 
Einstein thought too deep about this, did he? It is both quite a tragedy and luck 
that we are the people we have met, their scars and attributes stuck upon us like 
stickers. If I want to see growth, I’ll turn to myself and ask, “Where did the path 
begin?”

by Amal Khan, sophomore
Lincoln-Way East

by Sophia Bach  
senior

Lincoln-Way West

is a blessing 
Now, I am professing 
I should have been there, 
but I am here 
With unsaid words 
With unkept promises 
I pay the price of life 
“Just turn the lights back on”
But the light is out 
The light died.
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Lincoln-Way Central
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digital photo
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Lincoln-Way East
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by Jack Le Jeune,  senior
Lincoln-Way Central

Three different materials
Three different styles
Three different creators
Three different times
Three different meanings.

Stone, string, beads
Pendant, woven, stringed
Mom, Jaz, Me
Past, Present, Future
Upbringing, Identity, Remembrance.

All with me for every step on my journey.

Bracelet the First:
A stone taurus with the inscription:
    Jack 
 Super Q!
Bound by cord,
Linked with chain.

A gift from Mom
Our way of saying
“I love you” 

We express love very openly in my house
We hug, and we snuggle, and we whoop 
and holler at every arrival
I am not ashamed of it
But “Super Q!” is between me and Mom.

A bracelet to remember
Who loves me
Who supports me
Who is always in my corner
With me for every step on my journey.

Bracelet the Second: 
A woven string bracelet
With five different colors
Representing a pride flag
My pride flag
Omnisexual.

An orientation that likes all genders
But is not gender blind
Under the colorful Bisexual umbrella.

It has been a journey discovering this 
about myself
But, with the journey complete, I have 
gained confidence
I know what I am, and I’m proud
And no one can ever take that away
from me.

A bracelet to remember
To love who you love
To take pride in what you are
To always be yourself
With me for every step on my journey.

Bracelet the Third:
A bracelet of beads
Strung onto rainbow cord
Alternating black and white
Between letters that spell out:
“MEMENTO MORI UNUS ANNUS”

“Remember death, one year”
The motto of a YouTube channel, created 
and deleted
One upload every day, for one year, then 
goodbye.

Morbid it may be, its true message is thus:
The end comes for all things, so enjoy it 
while you can
That’s what makes life beautiful
The time we have is ever more precious 
for its fleeting nature.

A bracelet to remember
That all things come to a conclusion
That I should not fear the end
That life is what you make of it
With me for every step on my journey.

Upbringing, Identity, Remembrance
Where I come from, who I am, how I’m 
moving forward
Platonic love, romantic love, self-love
A trinity that represents me
On display for everyone
With me every for every step on my 
journey.

Three Bracelets, Three Identities
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Faith Hogan - junior
pencil
Lincoln-Way Central

Heidi Knispel - senior
ink / watercolor

Lincoln-Way East

Haley Strempel - freshman
acrylic
Lincoln-Way Central

Aubrey Clark - freshman
ink

Lincoln-Way West
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Untitled

The Moment of Enlightenment

Worlds Within Me

There are worlds in my head
And alternate universes awaiting in my pen
What ifs and what could be’s
Live infinitely within me

In my mind
there are places irrelevant of time
Places I am free to be
Whatever I choose
Worlds were there is nothing to lose
Relive moments and make them go right
Gaze into the future with vastness like the galaxies
Because there are worlds within me

Born in Illinois 
My first language Japanese 

Struggled through most grades

Couldn’t talk to anyone 
But swimming gave me chances

To meet my friends now

Getting help from others
My education enhanced

Getting closer little by little

Now I’m in high school
Taking all honor classes

Chasing my dreams
by Maya Ventura

junior
Lincoln-Way Central

Sitting, waiting
As I view the leaves turning orange with change
Even age
The skyscrapers, tall and mighty, reflect themselves onto the city lookers
Looking down on me with permanent approval of the place I am now
The feelings I have now
A crisp breeze brushes my hair past my enlightened eyes
Full of aspirations and wishes
Innocent, pure lilies boarder the fall stricken tree
Oak rough with decades of wear
Transitioning with care
As people take their time to take in the change
Of both the season and their lives
White, wispy clouds linger within the swirled marshmallow sky
Foreshadowing the falling night
And as the sky soon begins to cradle the moon
I will still be waiting, wishing

by Morgan Mucha
junior

Lincoln-Way East

by Nonoka Kubota
freshman
Lincoln-Way Central
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by Elizabeth De Young
senior

Lincoln-Way Central

Goodnight

The Main Character

The trees grab their favorite partner
wind that goes rushing by
swinging their branches side to side.

They dance and sway
entangled in each other like lovers,
as the music of night plays
bullfrogs and crickets unite.

Lightning bugs
or fireflies
seem to set the mood.
Twinkling softly beneath the branches
emulating the moon.

It’s all moving
and it’s all still
night waltzing over the sky.

Within the shadows
hide demons
watching with glimmering eyes,
as angels play in the moonbeams
both wanting to dance
but being too shy.

While all is asleep
all is alive
awake and reveling
in the joys
of nighttime.

by Hope Klein 
freshman

Lincoln-Way Central

I stood out the window
I watched it snow
The wind blew the trees grew
The sun went down
So did the hand that flew
I watched them fight
I watched them bicker
But no one knew it would grow thicker

When i was four
She brushed my hair
Now she’s gone
It went everywhere
I tried to maintain hostel care
but now she’s gone
So, Why do i care

It’s never silent
But when it is
I can see her for what she is
She was kind
She was smart
She always looked about
And never had a doubt
I would love to say
She was my best friend
But in the end
They all went away.

How is it that even in my own stories I am not the main character?
Just a side one- maybe that is all I am meant for
It is always about them or him or her
Never me
Sometimes I think that that is okay
But just once I would like to feel like the world revolves around me
Like it would all end if I was not here
But it will not bn
Because I was never meant to be the main character 

Gone

by Katie Dugandzic
freshman
Lincoln-Way Central
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Samantha Mate - junior
pencil

Lincoln-Way West

Molly Davies
senior

jewelry
Lincoln-Way West

Audrey Davies
sophomore
digital photo
Lincoln-Way West
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Hailey Piel - junior
pencil

Lincoln-Way West

Daria Swiertoka - senior
acrylic
Lincoln-Way West

Amal Khan - sophomore
acrylic

Lincoln-Way East

Anna Kolozsi - sophomore
acrylic
Lincoln-Way East
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Waltz With Death

by Maura McInerney, senior
Lincoln-Way Central

Her mother placed her on the marble floor that was cool to the touch as she pushed 
herself up to get a glance at the vast ballroom laid out in front of her new eyes. 
Her father gave her a bow and as she could barely walk to meet him halfway, he glided 
over to her in two long, graceful strides. 
She placed her hand in the palm of her teacher’s hand as they led her to the center of the 
room and started off the dance as simple as the addition they taught her moments ago. 
Right foot back with her violin tutor who led with the confidence that they’ve always held 
when teaching her nine year old self. 
Bringing her left foot behind she rejoiced in the laughter shared with her best friend in 
their happiest moments. 
Her right foot floats to join her left as her grandmother holds her with a strength that she 
didn’t quite expect. 
Left foot forward with her hands clasped to her professors who held her as delicately as 
when they gifted her her diploma. 
With a step to her right under a gown, her husband gazes at her with only love in his eyes 
and a soft smile. 
Her left foot joins back with her right, she teaches her beautiful child the pace of a waltz 
that been danced for a lifetime.  
This time her partner did not hand her off to the next, instead she turned in her billowy 
dress brushing the floor and was met with the sight of death. 
She smiled softly and bowed for she was in the presence of royalty, for the highest honor 
of them all is to be escorted by death himself.  
Although everyone met death in the end, whether it was a graceful handshake or a fast 
embrace it eventually came. It held everyone in the end.

You wide eyed girl
With daisies in your eyes
Filled with anticipation and sorrow
Searching for a place to discover the real world
Behind the darkened curtain
Blocking the light
A fragile mind pushed to show
The emotion askew within her fragmented mind

Hoping to fall into place
Once lost, hoping to be found
Thoughts become blurred
Between what is fantasy
And the drab reality of speculation
Brought down to a word
Seen, but not heard

The need of something new
To banish feeling found
Because the wind must know
Of her at the end of the day
Naturally pictured as the wide eyed girl
Blooming, blossoming and where she once was
With the roses in her eyes

by Morgan Mucha
junior

Lincoln-Way East

The Wide Eyed Girl
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Chris Kush- senior
digital photograph
Lincoln-Way East

Taryn Burton - junior
acrylic
Lincoln-Way West

Marley Perillo - junior
ceramics

Lincoln-Way West
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I hate the passing of time.
I can’t stand it.
It eludes me and slips through my fingers,
It sits on my chest,
Suffocating me till my last breath.
It’s constantly moving away from me,
Taking my hopes and dreams,
Leaving me behind.
Bringing me joys of memories,
Yet I don’t remember making them.
When did this happen?
When will this happen?
Can’t everything just slow down, and speed up?
I’m always missing something and I’d like to blame time.

by Lillie Springer
sophomore

Lincoln-Way East

Dancing DragonsParades of dragons fly free.
A brilliant red and golden storm 
Streams from a woman’s mouth
In benign and graceful form.

Harbingers of luck and fortune
Or messengers of isolating death?
I question as they dance, taunting
Circling, mocking. I hold my breath

Bracing for the sting of their nefarious dance.
The false glamour is burned away by the flame
From those hideous dragons’ cruel breath.
Every color besides red cowers in shame.

The dragons dance upon the colors,
Trampling on the wildest dreams of those
Who wish to live in fearless freedom
Where no matriarch can impose

Outdated traditions and pure bloodlines,
Placid persecution and forced dependence. 
I dream of a life without the demands
Of paranoia and exhausting mental defenses.

Is a life better lived without
The support of your own blood?
Or is it better to live authentically
While being shunned and unloved?

Dancing dragons burn doubts in my brain
Filled with loneliness and burning desire.
Should I defy the odds and stand my ground
Or succumb to the biting words and give in to the fire?

by Austin Moy
senior

Lincoln-Way Central

Time
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Jack Starklauf
senior
digital art
Lincoln-Way Central

Hannah Hunter
senior

ceramics
Lincoln-Way West

Yuri Sasaki Sung
junior
watercolor
Lincoln-Way East

Sidney Morin
sophomore

ceramics
Lincoln-Way Central
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Ashlynn Dahl
sophomore
colored pencil
Lincoln-Way West

Delaney Graef
senior

cut paper
Lincoln-Way East

Emily Essenburg
junior
jewelry
Lincoln-Way West

Madeline Dul, junior
pencil

Lincoln-Way West
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Redemption
My first day.  

The dark hallways were humid and smoky, lined by steam and hot water pipes. Echoes of wails and 
screams from students led you to the main attraction of this house of horrors--The Quiet Room. 
There was a system in place for misbehavior:  

First warning:  Verbal.  
Second warning: Sit in Hallway.  
Third:  The Quiet Room.  

At 3, you would either go willingly or you’d be tipped over and carried by your limbs as if you 
were carted off for crucifixion.  Once there, you were propped up like a porcelain doll and left in a 
locked room.  The floor tile was a crusty plastic that felt rough when you moved your finger across 
it. The white glossy walls adorned with pencil scribbles would glow under the single fluorescent 
light locked behind a padlocked steel cage. The security camera was protected by plexiglass, serving 
as an observation window to the person crying in anguish. The only way out:  you must sit against 
the back wall for five minutes. Once done, you could return back to class.

My high school friends have no idea this was my reality for two years.  No, I hadn’t committed any 
crime. I suffered from a mysterious medical illness called ‘Gastrointestinal Permeability’ - 
physicians call it “Leaky-Gut Syndrome”.  

For me, it caused extreme meltdowns triggered by random things.  Post-meltdown, I was unable 
to remember what happened. I had a meltdown in third grade that changed my life. I was told 
afterward that in my fit of rage, I grabbed hold of a pair of scissors and was swinging them wildly. I 
was separated from my class and forced to leave my friends and sent to an alternative school until I 
wasn’t a threat to others. That’s how I ended up in that place. I still shudder at the thought of it. 

Two years in, I was browsing YouTube and stumbled upon a video of three naked men (blurred 
out) in a sauna. The combination of the quiet room, below grade level classes, and exposure to 
inappropriate content led my parents to remove me from the school. Later, I came to learn the 
video was just a comedy segment from Conan O’Brien. I find this amusing, but the sensory impact 
of my time there is burned into my mind and I’ll never forget the kids I left behind.

Fortunately, my Leaky-Gut Syndrome has healed and my meltdowns stopped. I returned to school 
and reunited with my old classmates--but they had moved on; we’d grown apart. I was a 
wandering soul, phasing in and out not sure if I would ever belong again.  What’s worse was that I 
was far behind.  

I had to work exponentially harder to catch up, learning math formulas and solving equations. I 
was determined to return back to the world that I knew. So, I discovered my passions.  I began to 
write. I wrote for my English classes. With screenwriting came the excitement of producing short 
films and even performing. And here I am writing this essay. The most difficult thing for me in 
high school (even more than COVID) has been to get my story off my chest. I was treated like I 
was “less than”, an outcast. I’ve seen the world from this lens and can’t begin to tell you how that’s 
shaped my life--how important it is to me that everyone deserves to be treated fair and just.  My 
goal is to be a part of making this world a place where that happens.  I believe the power of words 
and expression is the way I can be the change I want to see.  I made it through an unbelievable 
experience but in pushing through it, I’ve proven to myself and everyone that I can work hard, 
succeed, and claim the life I want for myself.

                                                                                                                 
by David Baer - senior

Lincoln-Way East
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Hello,
How are YOU?

What are YOU thinking right now?
Are YOU thinking about what YOU need to be doing?

About what YOU need to do in the future?
Or possibly about what YOU have done?

Well, YOU are doing all of these things instead of listening to what I have
to say.

So, listen up!
Listen here!

NOW!
YOU need to stop thinking about what YOU should be doing and focus on putting

all YOUR effort into what YOU are doing.
YOU need to separate YOURSELF,

Take a step back,
And look at what YOU are doing from a different perspective.

YOU need to slow down and focus on the here and now.
If YOU are too focused on the future YOU will miss the present.

Most importantly YOU need to take a breathe and have a moment to YOURSELF,
Where you ask YOURSELF the question,

Am I okay?
When YOU do this, don’t do it to get it over with,

do it because YOU need to think about YOUR own mental health every once and a
while.

YOU need to think about YOU!
So take this moment here and now to think about YOU!

YOU are going to stop reading and use the time YOU would’ve used to finish
reading this and YOU are going to do what I told YOU.

Why are YOU still reading??
YOU should be thinking,

ToYOURSLEF,
AboutYOURSELF,

Not about anyone else or anything else just YOU!
IMPORTANT

YOU can start reading again.
Next time that YOU feel like YOU can’t stop thinking about the world and YOUR

worries,
Pull this off the shelf read it,

Let YOURSELF breathe,
Rest,

And think about YOU for a minute.

You

by Tatum Carter
freshman

Lincoln-Way Central

My mind is an attic of things forgotten and not
Things have been lost, others found, but there will always be certain items beyond price
Those items that feel enchanted 
Those items that feel like the purest gold
Those items that give life meaning 
But when the ladder to the attic is put away,
The expectations of life become unnervingly real.

Value of Reminiscences

by Sarah Orlikowski
freshman

Lincoln-Way Central
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Cate Gerl - senior
watercolor
Lincoln-Way West

Madelyn Meseck
sophomore

ceramics
Lincoln-Way East

Anne Gardner
sophomore
charcoal
Lincoln-Way Central

Nia Brass - senior
mixed media

Lincoln-Way West
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Joey Luczak
junior
watercolor
Lincoln-Way East

Braden Hoff
freshman

watercolor
Lincoln-Way Central

Jenna Davis
senior
pencil

Lincoln-Way West

Maggie Gonzalez
senior
digital photo
Lincoln-Way West
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Anahi Aguayo
senior

ceramics
Lincoln-Way Central

Jessica Carter
senior
pencil
Lincoln-Way West

Amani Hammoud
senior
pencil / acrylic
Lincoln-Way Central
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Amani Hammoud - senior
watercolor

Lincoln-Way Central

Anna Ngwe - senior
ceramics

Lincoln-Way Central

Ashley Sammon - freshman
ceramics
Lincoln-Way Central

Kyla O’Brien - sophomore
jewelry
Lincoln-Way East
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Sweet Sacrifice

The rain remained steady even after the prolonged day
For most, rain brings disdain 
For me, it brings betrayal because we cannot play

People use it as an excuse to delay
All I think about is what I could be doing without the rain
People use it as an excuse to delay

Occasionally people use a storm as a chance to breakaway
How people can enjoy a day like this I cannot wrap around my brain
For me, it brings betrayal because we cannot play.

Thunder and lightning come as well as a cliché
But I am startled each time they strike in pain
The rain remained steady even after the prolonged day

Storms bring melancholy with them along with the skies of grey
The grey, to me, leads to nebulousness and thoughts that are slain
For me, it brings betrayal because we cannot play

The sun is replaced by the moon making the rainy-day emotions go away
As the end of the pour comes to a minimum, the rainy-day blues go down the drain
The rain remained steady even after the prolonged day
For me, it brings betrayal because we cannot play.

You crushed the wildflowers I picked for you
Between your fingers, their bodies folded and tangled into a pulp,
collapsing into the grass as an unrecognizable mess

My eyes chased their descent
then searched yours for answers,
fearing that along our walk, I had misspoken

With a smile, you grabbed my hand,
sharing the sweet aroma that coated yours
Enhanced from its original state, the scent connected us beyond the physical
The gift those petals sacrificed themselves for.

by Gabriella Bush
freshman

Lincoln-Way Central

Untitled

by Julie Arias, senior
Lincoln-Way West
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The world is strange before the morn
Darkness makes the trees turn form
A soft moon glows while they sleep
‘Tween house and earth I am torn

I watch the stars from my seat
Sweating in the summer heat
Coyotes roam in the night
Looking for a tasty treat

A lonesome boy shines his light
From his phone, a curious sight
Down the walk he slowly goes
And takes the turn to his right

To the clouds I tell my woes
Of lovers, friends, and nasty foes
They listen and utter not a word
They do not judge me, this I know

The mystic world begins to blur
I drift away to the chirp of birds
Dreams of fantasies await
Journey holds for one more day

Midnight Blue

by Sofia Peralta
junior
Lincoln-Way Central

by Maya Ventura - junior
Lincoln-Way Central

Four Realms, Where I 
Always Live

Today is blue and white skies
Clouds puffy like cotton balls
And me wishing I could levitate and live up there

Tomorrow is a tool for the unknown
An excuse to make me stressed
Tomorrow is always lurking in the back of my brain
But I know tomorrow is like the grass, it grows
Even though it seems slow
Tomorrow will come
And tomorrow’s after will follow

Then is memories
Good, Bad, Everything in between
When Then has been long enough
It almost seems like a dream

Now is this moment
Now hates me because it is always moving onto
The next Now and the next second
Now is never where I want it to be
Yet it is always here

I am a combination of Today, Tomorrow, 
Then and Now
I live in all 4 Universes

1 year old, born happy, little, and cute
With beautiful blue eyes that glimmered like the ocean
His only worry in life is not getting tired from chasing a tennis ball all day
5 years old, sleepy and playful
Never seeming to be tired from the food his humans threw from the dinner table
He is barking at the neighborhood dogs
With fur as bright as the sun the dog loved sunrises
10 years old
Sleepy, but not quite playful anymore
The day came, he was too tired to continue 
How can a dog so perfect have an end?
He did love the sunrise, 
His humans can only hope that is where he is now.

by Eryn Scanlon
freshman

Lincoln-Way Central

The Dog
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Alone

by Claire Leonard
freshman
Lincoln-Way Central

They said she has the perfect life
Prefect grades, perfect smile

But she hated perfect
Perfect trapped her, not allowing her to breathe

Following her every move
Perfect was what she craved to be

Until perfect broke her piece by piece
They saw perfect grades

While she saw sleepless nights with endless stress
Always leaving her head a mess

They saw the perfect smile
But at night she lays in tears that pile

They said she has the perfect life
But she replies with swollen eyes

That everything they say is all a lie
I am not perfect.

No one to ask if you’re alright 
No one to wipe your tears

Fighting with the thoughts inside your head
It’s been going on for years

Am I a burden?
Do they care? 

The mind becomes numb
No more feelings arise
Every day is the same

And full of emotional lies

Will it end? 
Can I go back?

It starts to feel useless
All I can do is say a prayer

A prayer to God to give me strength
To help me feel that I’m needed somewhere 

Perfection

by Molly Olson
freshman

Lincoln-Way Central

by Katie Malito
sophomore

Lincoln-Way Central

Old still presence 
It’s only an empty essence

I miss your luminous smile
It would light up the street for a mile

First it was a name
Then it was a game

Want to remember me
Fading out to the sea

You are drifting away from me more and more; I really wish you would not go
I’ll be there when you need me, how do I let you know?

I understand that your time has come
You leaving makes me feel numb

Even if you forget me
It is important for you to see

However far you flew
That I will never forget you

Forgettable
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 Spodivatysya
March 2022
Lviv, Ukraine
 “Reality exists in the human mind, and nowhere else.” ‘Well then why does this all feel so
real?’ Mykola thought as he set his dog-eared copy of 1984 on the rusty park bench in Na
Valakh Square. Glancing around the park, he mused that, only looking at the peaceful public
garden, no one would ever assume that something was wrong. The bluebirds and robins chirped
happily from their perches on tree branches, the wind rustled the leaves on the large oaks, and his
dogs, Banger and Mash, ran around the open space, sniffing the ground, retrieving sticks, and
doing the other normal things you would expect a dog to do.
 But things were very wrong.
 His country was under siege from Putin’s totalitarian government, and he felt as if he
could do nothing but watch the invasion continue to destroy his home.
 He closed his eyes and felt the sun dancing across his face. Sighing deeply, he thought
about his family.
 They had been trying to escape to Poland to evade the dangers of war, but to no avail. He
was worried and could sense the apprehension growing in his household. No one knew when
their town of Lviv would be attacked, but they knew it would be soo—
 Mykola startled and held his hands over his ears as the sirens began wailing. The
Russians had arrived.
 Their family had consistently and constantly rehearsed what to do and where to go in the
case of a surprise raid, so he was prepared. He jumped up, called his dogs, and bolted toward the
Lviv Regional State Administration across the street.
 His calves were burning when he reached the steps of the building. He was sweating and
out of breath, but most of all, he was terrified. A woman rushed out of the building, surveying
the surrounding area. Seeing him, she hurried over to where he was standing, panting heavily.
Reading her name tag, he saw that she was a secretary in the Administration building. She asked
him if he needed to get inside of the building to safety, as it was a predetermined safe house, but
in the distance, he saw smoke and heard screams.
 Mykola hesitated. He knew his parents would want him to stay in a safe area, but he
couldn’t bear not knowing where they were. He would rather be captured with them than be free
and alone.
 He thanked the woman profusely but declined her offer. Though out of breath, he ran
faster than he had while getting to the Administration building. When he reached the heart of the
city, all he could see was absolute and utter chaos.
 People were running aimlessly, screaming the names of loved ones, and frantically
searching for a safe haven. He spotted Russian soldiers amidst the mob of people, some no older
than him, who looked just as confused as the people.
 As he raced to find his abode, he heard gunfire and the pandemonium intensify
dramatically. He froze abruptly when he had reached the beginning of his boulevard.
 There was complete and utter silence except for the faint sounds of the attack coming
from a few blocks away. The houses were already ravaged, with food, furniture, and tchotchkes
scattered around the empty street. Though he already knew his family was gone, gone as if they
had never existed, he yelled their names, “Mama! Tato! Babusya! Yulia!”
 His front door was already torn off its hinges and the comfortable home he’d lived in his
whole life was completely plundered. There was evidence of a struggle and drops of crimson
spattered on the tiled floor. The only thing that remained of the TV were sparkling pieces of
glass and twisted wires. His grandmother’s knitting needles and yarn were dispersed throughout
the living room, and his mother’s pot of borscht was still bubbling on the stove. He had just
barely missed the incursion. If he had been there a few minutes sooner, he would have been
taken too.

-- continued on page 43
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 It was remarkable how one moment could change a person’s life.
 Mykola staggered to the only undamaged bar stool and collapsed onto it. He felt empty.
Nothing. The shock was too intense, too fresh that he couldn’t react. He sat there and the
realization that his family was gone, captured, possibly dead, crushed him.
 Memories and recollections flashed through his mind. The way his mother smiled at his
father when he came home from work. The elation his sister expressed when they got Bangers
and Mash and the delight with which she named them. His grandmother’s patience and gentle
movements while she taught Yulia how to knit. The look of pure pride on his father’s face when
they had spent time building the kitchen island. The time spent around the dinner table together,
laughing, talking, praying, and eating delicious food his mother prepared.
 Then the emotions crashed down on him. Pain, grief, but most potently, fury. He stood
up, grabbed the stool, and flung it across the room and into the wall. The broken pieces clattered
to the floor, reduced to wooden chips. He knew he was making a tremendous amount of noise,
but he didn’t care. He seized a vase, a plate, another stool, any object that was in reach, and
threw them until he was drained of energy and emotion. He crumpled to the ground, allowing the
emptiness to wash over him once again. His episode of rage had exhausted him, and he didn’t
know what to do. After all, he was only fifteen years old.
 He shut his eyes tight, as if doing so would erase the horrible reality of what had
happened. Through he didn’t realize it, tears had been streaming down his face. There was only
one thing left to do. He took a deep breath and began to pray.
 He prayed for peace. He prayed for Ukraine. He prayed for Russia. For his family. For
the imprisoned people of Ukraine. For the Russian soldiers. And he prayed for himself, that he
would have strength, fortitude, and a clear path forward.
 Mykola opened his eyes, feeling a sense of peace seep through him. He aimed to retain
this sense of clarity and calm because his journey was far from over, though he didn’t know what
it contained. There was still the unknown, the unresolved mystery of the future.
 Yes, his country and his world were falling to pieces, but he would continue hoping,
hoping, hoping…… by Natalee Schellhas - freshman

Lincoln-Way Central

What if you were told that your last day to live was Friday? Would you panic or would you stay calm 
because there is nothing you can do about it? It all started with Monday. 

Monday
Monday was like any other, an early morning with the sun beating through my white blinds shov-
ing me to get out of bed. I had a Spanish test, and I was so nervous, and I could feel my stomach 
churning, but I brushed it off as nerves. My mom had made me breakfast, but I was running late, 
so I just grabbed it from her and didn’t speak a word. As I was running out of the door, she told me 
she wishes me luck on the test I had, and I didn’t respond. I got into my friend’s car, and we drove to 
school in silence. I went to class early to study and then the bell rang for Spanish class to start and 
after the test was done, I was so relived. Then I got to Biology and somehow it drifted into Math and 
then to Lunch. My friends and I were discussing all the drama of the Freshman as I feel a knife go 
into my side. I looked down and there was nothing there except the pain. I brushed it off yet again 
and decided I would tell my mom after school. The rest of the day turned into a blur of bells ringing 
and teachers talking until the clock struck 2:52. I have never been that happy about the school bells. 
I practically ran out of the school to my dad’s truck. The ride home was silent except for the pain in 
my side. My right side. Eventually, my dad and I talked about our days, and I could feel the churning 
from this morning coming back to my stomach. As I was jumping out of his huge truck, I felt my feet 
fall through the ground. I don’t know where I was, but I was definitely not in the driveway. I woke up 
to the sounds of sirens as my mom squeezes my hand three times and I go back to falling through the 
ground. It is this inevitable place where all can do is fall and I can feel my body go limp as I feel the air 
against my face and the calmness in my brain.                   ....continued on page 48

Untitled
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I feel three squeezes again, but I don’t want to leave this world of calmness. I feel the three squeezes 
again, this time they are vigorous. I decide to leave falling world as I open my eyes to the world again. 
The light in the room is blinding, but as I see my mom’s kind face, I am able to open my eyes fully and 
tell her I love her. She immediately calls a doctor to the room, and I fall, but this time into sleep. 

Tuesday
I wake up in the same room with my mom by my side and steady beeping. I open my eyes for what it 
feels like the first time in three years, but my mom doesn’t look like she has aged a day. Beep. I look 
down at my body laying in the hospital bed with the thin sheets covering my waist down and see 
millions of tubes connected to me. Beep. I take a deep breath and my mom wakes up, I look at the 
clock and it’s 12 in the afternoon. I asked my mom what day it is, but the doctor comes in and cuts 
her off. Beep. I didn’t expect good news as the way he said, “Let’s talk”, my heart almost stopped, then 
and there. Beep. Beep. Beep. Beep. I could hear the heart monitors beeping increasing and increasing 
until the doctor spoke again. He was saying all these scientific words and it was like a foreign language 
to me, until I heard stage 5 cancer. I didn’t hear anything after that. I had cancer. How could I have 
cancer? He never spoke about treatments or possible ways to get rid of the cancer, he only mentioned 
pain pills and other medicine so that I could continue to live without pain for however long I had, and 
he said that he predicted I would live until Friday. My dad came into the room, and I could tell when 
he saw my and my mom’s face, he knew I didn’t have much time left. They both told me it was going 
to be okay, but I didn’t know what to think. I couldn’t think anything especially now. When I looked 
back at the clock it said 2:52 and that means my friends are out of school, so I grabbed my phone 
from my mom and asked them how their day was, and they asked me why I wasn’t at school, but I just 
said that I slept in by accident and didn’t have a ride to school. How was I supposed to tell them that 
I have a few days left to live?  I got released from the hospital around 6 pm and we went to get some 
dinner, they let me pick and I picked my favorite place, Cooper’s Hawk. The whole time I could feel 
my parents trying to make it the best time, but I could also see the fear in their eyes when they looked 
at me, fear that I might not wake up tomorrow, or fear that I do.

Wednesday
I woke up in my warm bed with the blinds nudging me out of bed and my alarm singing to me, until 
I realized that the countdown has started. Friday. Two days till the end and yet I don’t know where to 
begin. Do I tell my friends? I don’t think I will, I don’t want to say goodbye to them, I just want to say 
see you later. I had the most delicious breakfast ever, no it was a feast, pancakes, fruit salad, bacon, 
eggs, orange juice, and syrup all over everything. I was stuffed and I could start to feel the churning 
in my stomach and my mom saw the pain on my face, so she gave me the pills the doctor prescribed, 
and she told me she loved me. I told her I loved her more and before I left, I told her to have a good 
day. Today was the opposite of Monday, Monday felt like death even though it wasn’t, and today felt 
like life, even though it wasn’t. The car ride was loud and filled with music, I loved every second of 
it. I went to every class throughout the day showing my personality and how much I enjoy learning 
because I knew this was my last day of school. There is it, 2:52, the last bell of the day, my last day of 
school, over. I will never be back in that school for another second. I should have been relieved, but 
I’m not. It’s where I met my best friend, and where I made so many memories. I guess school wasn’t 
that bad after all, as long as I was surrounded with the people who made me happy. I couldn’t imagine 
how this whole situation will affect them, but I was pulled out of my trance as my friends shouted, 
“See you tomorrow!!” I could barely hold back my tears as I softly yelled back, “See you tomorrow”.  
The rest of the evening I spent with my parents, playing games, making dinner, laughing, all the 
things we never did until my life was cut short. I enjoyed it so much and wished I could have gone 
back in time and gotten this family the whole time. 

Thursday
I woke up to the smell of delicious bacon. It warmed my heart and put a smile on my face before 
I even rolled out of bed, but as I went to the bathroom and looked in the mirror and what I saw 
reminded me that I have two days left. Two. My dream was short, but I told my mom all about it. I 
was the captain of time and every time it was 2:52, I would rewind the clock, and everyone would live 
the same day over and over again, and I kept doing it. It was a loop that no one could get out of unless 
they held me back from turning the clock back, but they never did.
                                                                                         ....continued on page 50
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I didn’t think much of it as I gobbled my breakfast down in hopes that I could go spend the school-
free day with my friends. It took a lot of convincing, and she made me promise not to do anything 
extra stupid. I promised her and I was on my way. Once I got to my friend’s house all of my friends 
were already there, and I greeted them with a hug and an I love you. No one thought it was out of the 
ordinary, which saved me from the weird conversation I would have to get myself out of, but they 
would know eventually. We had the best time, spilling all the drama while watching the best movies 
and eating popcorn and candy. Pretty soon the time was up, and I had to leave them, for good this 
time. The goodbyes weren’t so long because I didn’t want to make them suspicious, so instead I told 
them everything I wanted to tell them in a letter. I finished every letter with I love you always and for-
ever. I finished the day with hugs to my parents and listening to P.Y.T. by Michael Jackson on repeat 
until I fell asleep. 

Friday
I heard my mom come in sometime in the night and she gave me a big hug and a kiss as she left the 
room, I could hear her breaths shorten until there was a sniffle needed to get air to her lungs. I could 
hear my dad talking to her and calming her down. I knew she was crying. I knew this whole situa-
tion would weigh the heaviest on her. I love her so much and she means the world to me, and I can’t 
imagine what it would be like to have my daughter ripped from my arms when she hasn’t even had 
time to live her life. I didn’t have much time left, so I didn’t have much time to think about what my 
life would have been like if I would have had the time to live it. That weighed deep in me, until I real-
ized that I didn’t have time to have pity party for myself and the situation I am in. You are probably 
wondering why you know this much about me or my situation, but I needed a way to document my 
emotions before I don’t have emotions anymore. Today is my parting day, and I am relieved, which 
makes me feel guilty. I feel like I am hiding behind this wall with everyone. My parents look at me 
like I am dying, the face I see in the mirror is dying, and my friends know absolutely nothing. But 
life goes on, right? That’s the saying, but does life really go on, or does time just go on? I wish that no 
one is sad, but that is a wish and will not come true. I don’t want people to be sad about my death, but 
I don’t not want them to be sad. It’s like if they are sad, they cared and I made a positive impact on 
them, but if they aren’t then I didn’t matter to them and the short life I have is wasted. I can’t believe 
I am suggesting the fact that I am a waste of life. I don’t think I have ever had these many emotions 
flow through me without tears and I am happy that I can control my emotions for one day. Less than 
one day. I break through my wall of thoughts and head downstairs. No one is on the main floor. I 
would’ve expected them to want to spend every waking minute I have left with me, but neither my 
mom nor my dad is here. Anyways, I make myself some breakfast, my favorite a cinnamon raisin ba-
gel with butter and a side of strawberries. It’s not thirty minutes before they get home with a cake and 
a bunch of presents. I know they are trying to make light of the situation, but all it does is make me 
feel like a burden, that they feel like they have to go out of their way on my last day to make it special, 
but really them just spending time with me would be special. That’s all I want, and I make it clear to 
them after I open my gifts and have two slices of cake. We spend the next hour playing board games 
and card games, until my stomach muscles are so sore from breathing that I can feel it when I breath. 
I love them so much, and I hope they know that. I tell them that they were the best, most supporting 
parents a kid could wish for and I am so thankful that they were my parents. I can see that they wish 
they could do more about my situation, but we can’t control it now. We just have to go with the flow 
and that’s why I ask if I can get a tattoo before my life is over. They are weary at first, but I convinced 
them that I am really sure of my decision. Two hours later and I have three identical images lined 
up next to each other like soldiers. The images show two hands holding, symbolizing their hands 
squeezing each other three times with a pause between each. My mom had always squeezed my hand 
to show that she loved me no matter what, even when words couldn’t say it, this act would. And now I 
have her love, my love, and my fathers love on my body and tattooed into my soul forever. I just wish 
I had the words to say it one more time, but by the time I try to I look at the clock see 2:52 and I 
realize, that once I started dying, I learned how to live.

 by Kaitlyn Ivicic - freshman
              Lincoln-Way Central
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 At the campground, we didn’t have much time to think as we saw their car pull up and
the figures scattered throughout. We grabbed the first car we saw and took off. It was a shiny
royal blue Honda fit. Just enough to fit the three of us. I would’ve gotten more people and
packed them in if I could’ve, but everyone was too far away from us. They, too, were just
realizing what was happening and trying to make sense of the situation. Our tires screeched as
we took off as the sun went down. Marty had to slam the door as one of them tried to reach in
and grab her from the backseat.
 It was almost exciting, knowing we’re going to have to run away for a while to escape
and find a new life at every turn. Maybe it was the sunset that made me think that. It always
gives me ideas of being reborn or escaping or creating a type of life you read in books or see in
movies of “freedom”. I think it’s the colors. The fading blues and oranges and purples. Melting
magentas into turbulent turquoise. The big yellow glow that cuts the outline of all the trees and
buildings so you can see every twig and leaf sprout up.
 I was looking at it for too long. I focused back on what was happening. Lilah was in the
front seat and Marty was in the back. I was driving God knows where just to get away. I didn’t
know where I was going really. I think I even made circles at some point. We went down the
road and it became darker and darker. It’s almost cliche when I say that, but it’s the only way to
describe the atmosphere. All the fluorescent lights of the stores came on and you could see up
ahead the street lights flashing on, almost like a runway for an airplane. We were the airplane in
the situation, but we didn’t know our destination. “No destination” by the Garden started playing
in my head.
 “Call my mom, see if she knows anything,” I said.
 Lilah grabbed my phone and called her up. Marty was just silent in the back, I think she
was still shaken up from how close they came. Hell, she felt them grab her leg. That was the
closest any of them came to us.
 “Hello?” my mom said.
 “Hey, did you know they’re right behind us? I just made it out and brought Marty and
Lilah with,” I said. “Where should we go?”
 “Come to the office, we’re looking for your dad. He took off and I assume he went to
work.”
 “Ok, love you. Bye.”
 “Love you, too. Bye.”
 Lilah was trying to direct me in which direction to go. I was utterly lost. I was driving as
fast as I could towards the east, with the sun at our backs. At least there was a plan and
something that I had to do. Other than that, I would’ve hopped on the interstate and gotten to
the airport as fast as I could and we’d get on the quickest flight out. Maybe to a small town out
west. Or maybe even leave the country. Mexico sounds fun. We all knew as much Spanish as
we learned in high school. Lilah and I were in Spanish 4 and Marty was in Spanish 2, I think.
We’d make it down there off of what we had and what we knew. It was good enough.
 Then, what I feared came up next to us. The black car. I think it was a sports car, in fact,
but they were in it. They sort of went next to us for a while, reaching out of the car, laughing at
our fear. They terrorized everyone, what more did they want?
 It went that way for a while. I sped up, they sped up. I must’ve been going at least
90-100 mph. Impressive that that tiny car could do that. I always wanted one like that because
of its compactability and ease. It would be great to use in the city for parking and good on gas. I
turned multiple times and they kept close. Finally, I took an abrupt right and lost them. I sped on
then, ignoring the signs and lights. There wasn’t much traffic because most people were at work
or at home or doing something. The few cars on the road went the speed limit and didn’t know
what was happening. The only people that knew must’ve been the people at the campground.
Every so often, you’d pass one of the cars from there driving aimlessly and driving fast as hell to
get out. But none of us knew where to go.

....continued on page 52

Runaway
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by Grace Denton - senior
Lincoln-Way West

 We arrived at the building. It was a tall, grey office building with tiny windows in rows
going all the way to the top. The kind that looked like a prison. Nothing fancy or interesting
about it. It made me want to go on antidepressants just looking at it. I felt my marriage falling
apart and awaiting divorce papers when we went inside. I would hate to work there. Could you
imagine actually going there every single day? Some people are alright with the plain workplace
where you just go to get your work done and leave, but I am not. I’m alright with the simple
looks but if it became any more austere, I wouldn’t be able to take it.
 We got to the floor where we figured we’d meet my mom. She zoomed past the hall
perpendicular at the end to this one and I yelled after her.
 “Start looking for your dad,” she mentioned as she kept walking.
 So, we started peering in every little room off of the hallway we were in. I have no idea
where we were. The whole floor was a maze of hallways colliding into each other with small
rooms, no bigger than a walk-in closet, tucked into the folds of the floor. There were tons of
people that had their offices decorated minimalistic but with one accent color like bright orange,
lime green, or electric blue to make it seem home-y. It made me gag at the thought of not having
any imagination in life to make one think that a color from a 2000s kid’s bedroom would add
some spice to their life and welcome others. A horrifying thought to be subjected to this
depressing landscape and try to sell something that ultimately no one would use. Many of these
“vendors” were testing chips and had a platter of free samples right at the entrance of their office
to try and lure customers inside to try the “hot new flavors of the future”. I saw some people in
lab coats at a desk with an eye-dropper and a tray of what looked like an albino version of
cheetos, probably just jam-packing each chip with additives to make the public want more.
Marty, Lilah, and I stared in disgust at the dismal offices and people and the thought of not going
anywhere. I want to be someone or do something purposeful when I’m older. I need to know
that I am somewhere. These people seem like they’re nowhere. They’re on the side of the world
that houses people with no purpose or had one, got lost, then gave up at a sign of danger and
settled for the comfort of their ideas. They never ventured out: stayed with their high school
boyfriend or girlfriend, stayed in their hometown, or stayed at home after college until they got
kicked out at 35.
 Then, I woke up. The dream just ended there but I like to think that we found my dad and
escaped from whatever was following us. We rode off into the sunrise the next day and saw
those same fading colors arise from the ground.

The royals gather in a garden full of bliss
As the marks of a brush push against my soul
Releasing the feelings of hidden emotion
As I turn, everything comes to life
Proposals of their hand as dawn becomes dusk
The angel has fallen once more
As a young girl reaches for the hand of her beloved prince
All goes away as I reach a new room
Full of grace and colors of the Renaissance
Tremendous dresses picked with the greatest of lace
Shifting around the ballroom with her once forbidden love
The one full of impressionism
Calvary within the stables of the splotched paint
Beautiful history wrapped with the fear of rejection
Men with suits of pure leather sit on chairs covered with velvet

The brightening emotions slowly shift to the other
A dark version
The images of the history not shown
Wars and sad hardship
Has this been painted simply as a reflection the past?
Or a possible premonition of the future yet to come?
As the pictures of graceful piano players escape my 
mind
Music plays
And as I walk out of the gallery to reality
I realize this is not it

Renaissance

by Morgan Mucha, junior
Lincoln-Way East



Knights

Griffins

Warriors

The Night
I told the night of you
Your eyes projecting the frightening truth
The fact that the stars could never burn as brightly as you
Skin sparkling like the light of a thousand moons
Placed crescent upon your smile
Every night while the moon lay still
I fall asleep with a trail of stars upon my mind
Leading to you
The burning of my heart
Representing a rose frozen in the middle of a frigid, dark winter
All my regrets I’d undo
To make sure I can get to you
I wish you held your promise true
You stay, providing a gateway to comfort
Creativity becomes a theme
Almost like a painting
But no
You were too beautiful to be a masterwork
A portrait of the tragic life of your own mind
Driven crazy and mad from the desire to know your thoughts
The one forever conscience
I told the night of you
But the stars thought different
Than I thought I knew

by Sarah Pozdal -junior
Lincoln-Way Central

We are a speck of dust in this vast universe
So small but so mighty
We exist for a second in time
But last forever in memory
So insignificant but so special
Every heart beats with such power
But blink and it’s gone
To us they live on
Holding on to “until we meet again”
How do we cope with the death of a star
Loved though they didn’t know
Their sparkle was dulled
But to us they shine
We never knew how bright they really were
Then one day the world went dark
Gone but never forgotten
Until we meet again

by Morgan Mucha -junior
Lincoln-Way East

Stardust
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